
Photographer

Reports to: Head of Collections
Role type: Contract
Location: Bangalore
Role Commencement: Immediate

About MAP

The Museum of Art & Photography (MAP) is a new and innovative museum that
opened its doors to the public in February 2023. MAP’s mission is to exhibit, interpret
and preserve a growing collection of art and cultural artefacts, motivated by a belief
that museums can play a positive role in society. For more information about the
museum, please visit www.map-india.org.

Role overview

MAP is currently recruiting a Photographer who will be part of the Collections
project team responsible for the museum’s vast collection of objects and the role
of the photographer is integral to the collections Department. The candidate will
aid the department in digitisation, cataloging and in various other aspects of the
work involved with the photo documentation of the collections.

Duties and Responsibilities:

The Photographer will be responsible for photographing the MAP's
collection, post-processing them according to MAP's imaging standards
and ensuring quick turn-around times on the images.

● Work alongside the Museum’s Collections team in photo
documenting the Museum collection in proper light
conditions, maintaining the true colours and proportions of the
art object.

● Support the Photography team in objects photography,
post-processing of images and digital asset management

● Handling and maintenance of organizational photo studio
equipment

● Mentoring associated photography teams
● Editing videos when required
● Basic design skills in Adobe Photoshop/Indesign/Illustrator and

G suite



● Contributing to support organizational development with
active participation in nominated activities and assignments
from time to time.

● Any other duty assigned by the Line manager.

Required Competencies

● Creative and Passionate about photography.
● Have a natural eye for image composition.
● Have excellent technical knowledge for both photography equipment

and lighting.
● Have a good command of Photoshop.
● At least one or two years of demonstrable experience working in the

relevant field and with skills in image editing softwares.
● Practical knowledge of colour management and digital capture with

low and high end devices.
● Knowledge of film digitisation and video editing.
● Is proactive, driven and adheres to deadlines.
● Understand the vision and mission of MAP and is able to translate that

into images that reflect the brand.

Equality & Diversity

MAP is an equal opportunities employer. We oppose all forms of discrimination and
believe that all people, regardless of their identity or membership of any group
deserve to be treated equally, consistently and fairly.

We welcome creativity, excellence and different perspectives that individuals of all
backgrounds and abilities bring to our work.


